Presentation given by Gary Young

SACRED FRANKINCENSE comes from the Boswellia sacra frankincense tree and is distilled at the Young Living distillery in Salalah, Oman. This essential oil is ideal for those who wish to take their spiritual journey and meditation experiences to a higher level.

Item No. 3552, 15 ml Now Available!
Wholesale $89.75 / Retail $118.09 / PV 89.75

Dr. Young said, “It’s easy to not do things, it’s easy to be tired, and blame time and money, but would you trade vitality for no vitality? Vitality is feeling alive, excited about life, part of an opportunity, part of a community, part of the vision.”

A Tale of Two Frankincenses: Boswellia carteri and Boswellia sacra
World has been fascinated for all of history
Ebers Papyrus 4500 BC
Bible 1600 BC
Pliny Natural History 77 AD
Carolus Linnaeus 1751
Henry John Carter 1847 – boswellia carteri
Sir George Birdwood 1869
FA Fluckiger 1874
Best way to learn about Frankincense: Have marketing company tell a great story, read $1,000 worth of books, purchase every Luban study on PubMed, go to Southern Arabia (15 times – Gary).

Did GC-MS testing to see which species were traded back then
Qana temple and warehouse – had to be carteri or sacra
Alpha pinene is number one constituent in Frankincense

Resin is collected and distilled at our distillery in Oman
43 species of boswellia

Some authorities say carteri and sacra are the same, BUT YL has shown otherwise:
Optical rotation/chirality – carvone is in two different oils – totally different smell related to chirality
Sacra and carteri have different chirality
Paper on chirality will be published with some Omani researchers

Researcher, Karen Boren, says that groundbreaking research by Young Living proves that frankincenses boswellia carteri and boswellia sacra ARE different.

Gary Young says "Frankincense doesn't kill Cancer, frankincense digests cancer!"

"If an essential oil is not properly distilled, it will not have medical benefits. Not all frankincense oil is created equal! Therapeutic grade is key"!– Dr. H K Lin

Frankincense, and specifically Boswellia Sacra, is wonderful for cancer and tumors. Dr. H.K. Lin, PhD (has published 82 journals on Frankincense/Cancer research), was telling us about his research on this oil in convention. He told us about a lady who had breast cancer and within 28 days, the cancer was gone. Protocol: 7.5 ml Sacred Frankincense 4 times/day for 28 days. (via Terry Tillaart)

http://www.younglivingsuccess.com/2010/06/frankincense-oil-kills-bladder-cancer-cells.html Tara Rayburn provided this link

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/19296830 CONCLUSION: Frankincense oil appears to distinguish cancerous
from normal bladder cells and suppress cancer cell viability. Terry Tillaart provided this link.

2011 Young Living Convention notes were taken by Rachel Maeroff, Terry Tillaart, and Tara Rayburn. Notes were compiled and edited by Tiffany Rowan. Neither the note takers or editor assumes responsibility for errors.

The information in this message does not replace medical advice. Please consult your healthcare practitioner for advice & care.